Private Capital

The once rigid boundaries between funds are blurring, coupled with a drive to pursue increasingly diversified investment strategies. Private capital is on the rise and has become a large and growing market segment.

During the last decade, the shape and source of capital flows and investment have fundamentally shifted. Private equity and debt markets have grown and are becoming more mainstream, more diverse, and more liquid. Private capital continues to flow into all asset classes including real estate, infrastructure, private credit, and private equity.
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Trending Topics

The Complete Private Capital Lifecycle

Take a look at how we can support private capital investors, and their portfolio companies, through every stage of the lifecycle.

Industry Focus

Automotive Venture Capital Investors
Consumer Venture Capital Investors
Emerging Companies
Financial Venture Capital Investors
FinTech Venture Capital
Life Sciences and Health Care Venture Capital Investors
Sovereign Wealth
Strategic / Corporate Venture Capital Investors
Sustainable Finance & Investment
We advise all types of private capital investors including many of the largest and most sophisticated players in the industry – from 'traditional' funds to alternative investors – on their investment strategies across every asset class, industry and geography.

From pre-fundraising through to deploying capital, including managing portfolio companies, exiting investments, and fund dissolution, as well as ensuring tax structures are optimized, we help with the complete private capital lifecycle.

Our industry focus enables us to help private capital investors identify and harness opportunities across all industries – from traditional industries like real estate and infrastructure to fast growing areas such as technology and life sciences.

Our preeminent regulatory and compliance lawyers work with private capital investors to deal with sanctions, anti-bribery and corruption, data privacy, and cybersecurity risks.

Our unique global platform enables us to advise private capital investors wherever they decide to invest.

Latest thinking and events

News
Establishment of a business in the United Kingdom by a foreign corporation

Insights and Analysis
Nordic Bonds – They’re not just for Scandinavians

Insights and Analysis
Economic Crime and Corporate Transparency Bill: Important changes for UK limited partnerships

Media Mention
Dealmaking languishes at decade low on private equity drought – Financial Times

Financial Times

Hogan Lovells Events
Webinar: Cashing in on energy credits with the Inflation Reduction Act

Sponsorships and Speaking Engagements
PIAC Tax Conference - Fund Investments: ECI, FDAP, FIRPTA and other U.S. Tax Considerations for Canadian Pension Funds